
PART B: ARTIST REPORT

INTRODUCTION

1. This report looks back on the five years of the Making Tracks funding scheme: how many 
projects have been funded; how many different artists have been funded; how many projects have 
been funded per artist; and the impact of Making Tracks on the New Zealand radio airplay charts.

2. In the five years of the Making Tracks funding scheme we have
-  received 6,446 applications and
-  funded 1,218 songs 

            -  by 574 different artists

Note: Any one artist can get a maximum of three Making Tracks grants a year or a
maximum of three music video grants for any one album.

3. The artist who has received the most funding across the five years of Making Tracks is the 
award-winning indie rock act Unknown Mortal Orchestra who has received 10 grants.

4. Three artists have had eight grants; 13 have had seven and 12 have had six. The
majority of artists have had one or two grants over the five years of the scheme. Just under
half (48%) have had just one grant and the majority – 72% – have had one or two grants, as
shown in the below graph.
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5. The list of artists that have had the most support via the Making Tracks scheme – that is six or 
more grants over the five years – is a good reflection of the diversity of contemporary popular 
music genres. Increasing the diversity of our music funding outcomes was one of the key targets of 
the Making Tracks funding scheme. 

6. Of the 29 artists on the above list, 17 would be contenders for airplay on one or more
commercial radio formats (59%) while 12 (41%) would most likely feature prominently in alternative 
radio playlists.

Artist Genre Number of grants

Unknown Mortal Orchestra Alt & Indie 10

Eden Mulholland Alt & Indie 8

K.One Hip Hop & R n B 8

Shapeshifter Dance & Electronic 8

Brooke Duff Pop 7

David Dalls Hip Hop 7

Die! Die! Die! Rock & Metal 7

Lisa Crawley Pop 7

Pieter T Hip Hop & R n B 7

PNC Hip Hop & R n B 7

Princess Chelsea Alt & Indie 7

She’s So Rad Alt & Indie 7

Sola Rosa Dance & Electronic 7

Sons Of Zion Roots & Reggae 7

The Eversons Alt & Indie 7

The Phoenix Foundation Alt & Indie 7

Tomorrow People Roots & Reggae 7

All The Colours Rock & Metal 6

Cairo Knife Fight Rock & Metal 6

Delaney Davidson Folk & Country 6

Ghost Wave Alt & Indie 6

J Williams Hip Hop & R n B 6

Jamie McDell Pop 6

Junica Pop 6

Ladi6 Dance & Electronic 6

Sherpa Alt & Indie 6

Villainy Rock & Metal 6

Vince Harder Hip Hop & R n B 6

Yumi Zouma Alt & Indie 6



IN THE CHARTS

7. Our main measure of success is airplay mileage – how many radio and music TV spins and 
online streams Making Tracks-funded songs accumulate on air and online. This gives us a picture 
of the audience for a song or artist and a value for money look at our investments. However, 
another measure of the performance of the Making Tracks scheme is the impact on the airplay 
charts.

8. Attached (appendices) are copies of three airplay charts for the 2015 calendar year:

• The Top 100 most-played songs on All Radio
• The Top 100 most-played songs on Alt Radio
• The Top 100 most-played New Zealand songs

In these charts New Zealand songs are highlighted as:

   Blue - Making Tracks funded songs
  Green - NZ On Air supported artists with songs that were not funded
  Yellow - Songs that have been independently-funded (either self-funded or label-funded)

9. Of the top 100 most-played songs on all radio in the 2015 calendar year, nine were
New Zealand songs. Four of the nine (44%) were Making Tracks-funded songs and another two
were songs by artists that had been funded by NZ On Air at some stage in their career
development but the charting song was not a funded song. Combining these two
numbers, NZ On Air-funded artists’ share of the 9% local content on this chart is 63%.
Two songs were by two artists that have not been funded by NZ On Air (Lorde and Broods). 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10. Of the top 100 most-played songs on Alt Radio in 2015, 60% were New Zealand
songs (up 16% from 2014). 25 of the 60 (41%) were Making Tracks-funded and another 21 were
songs by artists that have been funded by NZ On Air at some stage but not for this
charting song. NZ On Air-funded artists’ share of the 60 songs by New Zealand artists in this chart 
is 77%. 14 songs were self-funded by artists that have not been supported by NZ On Air in the 
past. The top three most-played songs on Alt Radio last year were Making Tracks-funded songs 
(two by Unknown Mortal Orchestra and one by Marlon Williams).

11. Of the top 100 most-played songs on the NZ Airplay charts in 2015, 32% were
Making Tracks-funded songs. Another 46% were songs by artists who had been funded by NZ On 
Air in the past but had either self-funded the charting song or had commercial
funding for the charting song. Of the other 22 songs, 12 were funded commercially,
such as Lorde and Broods, and 10 date back to before NZ On Air was established. This 
percentage of songs charting in the NZ Top 100 from before NZ On Air was set up has increased 
from the 2014 calendar year due to the increased uptake in streaming services and streaming 
numbers now being accounted for in these RadioScope charts.

12. Based on this, 32% of the 2015 NZ Top 100 Chart is NZ On Air funded and 68% is 
independently-funded. 46% of the chart is made up of commercially-funded songs by artists who 
have had NZ On Air support for other songs. 
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COMMENTARY

13. From the breakdowns above we can conclude that:

• The impact of Making Tracks on the RadioScope airplay charts and therefore on the airwaves 
has been significant.

• There is a balance between publicly-funded and commercially-funded songs in the airplay charts 
which reflects the healthy state of music being produced in New Zealand.

• A significant number of Making Tracks-funded artists have gone on to release independently-
funded songs, which we see as a positive investment outcome and a sign of artist development.

• If NZ On Air’s support was removed  (the blue and green slices of the pie) there would not be a 
lot of local music left in these charts and on the airwaves.

14. NZ On Air has been associated with supporting and developing most of the New
Zealand artists that have gone on to make a name for themselves on the international
stage, such as Kimbra, Gin Wigmore, OMC, The Datsuns, Savage, The Naked and Famous, 
Brooke Fraser and Bic Runga.

15. It is pleasing to note the growth in the number of artists who have had previous NZ On Air 
support going on to create songs independently of NZ On Air in the past year. There has been a 
20% increase in these artists in the NZ Airplay chart over the past 12 months. This is a sign of 
maturation, artist development, confidence in the sector and positive investments.
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